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Abstract. Usability evaluation is essential to user-centred design, yet evaluators who analyse the same
usability test sessions have been found to identify substantially different sets of usability problems.
We revisit this evaluator effect by having 19 experienced usability professionals analyse videorecorded test sessions with five users. Nine participants analysed moderated sessions; ten participants
analysed unmoderated sessions. For the moderated sessions, participants reported an average of 33%
of the problems reported by all nine of these participants and 50% of the subset of problems reported
as critical or serious by at least one participant. For the unmoderated sessions, the percentages were
32% and 40%. Thus, the evaluator effect was similar for moderated and unmoderated sessions, and it
was substantial for the full set of problems and still present for the most severe problems. In addition,
participants disagreed in their severity ratings. As much as 24% (moderated) and 30% (unmoderated)
of the problems reported by multiple participants were rated as critical by one participant and minor by
another. The majority of the participants perceived an evaluator effect when merging their individual
findings into group evaluations. We discuss reasons for the evaluator effect and recommend ways of
managing it.
Keywords: usability evaluation, usability test, thinking-aloud test, evaluator effect, problem detection,
severity rating
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INTRODUCTION

Evaluation is essential to the design of usable systems. This was recognised early by, for example,
Lewis (1982) and has recently been reiterated by Siegel and Dray (2011). To conduct evaluations
usability professionals need reliable and robust usability evaluation methods. A number of methods
have been developed, including cognitive walkthrough (Wharton, Rieman, Lewis, & Polson, 1994),
constructive interaction (O'Malley, Draper, & Riley, 1984), heuristic evaluation (Nielsen & Molich,
1990), metaphors of human thinking (Frøkjær & Hornbæk, 2008), and usability tests (Dumas &
Redish, 1999). The usability test has long had a prominent position among these methods in that it is
by some considered the single most important usability evaluation method (Gulliksen, Boivie,
Persson, Hektor, & Herulf, 2004; Nielsen, 1993) and has been used as a yardstick for other usability
evaluation methods (Bailey, Allan, & Raiello, 1992; John & Marks, 1997). The prominent position of
the usability test warrants careful scrutiny of this method to understand its strengths and learn to stay
within, or compensate for, its limitations.
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This study scrutinises the usability test by revisiting the evaluator effect, which was first reported by
Jacobsen et al. (1998a, 1998b). The evaluator effect is the observation that usability evaluators who
analyse the same usability test sessions identify substantially different sets of usability problems. That
is, you get what you see in the double sense that as a usability evaluator you report the set of problems
for which you have seen evidence, but simultaneously other evaluators see the same test sessions as
evidence of different sets of problems. The implications of this observation have been put strongly by
Lewis (2001, p. 346), who wrote that the evaluator effect raises “the possibility that usability
practitioners might be engaging in self-deception regarding the reliability of their problem-discovery
methods”. At the same time, the evaluator effect must be reconciled with the widespread experience of
real improvement achieved through the use of usability tests. For example, Bailey (1993) found a
reduction in the number of serious errors experienced by users from the first to the last iteration of
evaluation and redesign.
The aim of this study is threefold. We aim to investigate:
•

Whether the evaluator effect still exists. Previous studies of the evaluator effect suffer from few
evaluators (Vermeeren, van Kesteren, & Bekker, 2003), inexperienced evaluators (Hornbæk &
Frøkjær, 2008), and differences in the data analysed by the evaluators (Molich et al., 1998). We
address all three of these issues and, especially, control the data analysed by the evaluators in
order to improve the internal validity of our study and thereby ensure that differences in the
problems reported by different evaluators are evidence of an evaluator effect.

•

Whether moderation of the test sessions affects the evaluator effect. Previous studies have
investigated the evaluator effect for tests with a human moderator administering the sessions, but
lately unmoderated test sessions, in which users are unsupervised, have become increasingly
popular. The absence of prompting in unmoderated sessions may make the user’s verbalisations
less informative about their experience, thereby increasing evaluators’ uncertainty and
disagreements.

•

Whether evaluators perceive the presence of an evaluator effect when they are involved in a test.
Previous work on usability inspections have indicated that the evaluator effect may be contested
by evaluators, who tend to perceive a high level of agreement even when an independent analysis
of the data indicates a substantial evaluator effect (Hertzum, Jacobsen, & Molich, 2002). This
point is practically important because steps to manage an evaluator effect will likely be taken only
if evaluators perceive it.

To investigate these issues we conduct an empirical study in which 19 experienced usability specialists
analyse video-recorded test sessions. They report the usability problems they individually identify, and
meet to merge their individual evaluations into group evaluations. On this basis, we analyse the
evaluator effect and discuss its causes.
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RELATED WORK

In this study we focus on the evaluator effect in usability tests that involve users who verbalise their
thoughts, but an evaluator effect has also been found for other usability evaluation methods such as
cognitive walkthrough and heuristic evaluation (Hertzum & Jacobsen, 2003). In the following, we
briefly describe the kind of usability tests targeted in this study, review the evaluator effect, and draw
attention to the related Rashomon effect.
2.1

Usability Tests

After Lewis (1982) introduced thinking aloud for use in usability tests, numerous variants of this
usability evaluation method have been employed. Today, multiple practitioner’s guides provide
descriptions of different variants of the method (e.g., Dumas & Loring, 2008; Dumas & Redish, 1999;
Rubin & Chisnell, 2008). While there is no single accepted procedure for usability specialists to
follow, Clemmensen et al. (2009) proposed a simplified model of usability tests to point out the main
elements shared by the variants of the method. The model comprises four elements:
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•

Users interact with the system in order to solve a set of tasks prepared ahead of the test.

•

Users verbalise their thoughts while solving the tasks. To prompt the verbalisation users are
reminded to keep talking or are asked questions about their behaviour.

•

An evaluator observes the users’ behaviour and listens in on their thoughts. On this basis the
evaluator identifies and reports usability problems.

•

The evaluation takes place in the context of an overall relationship between users and evaluator.
To obtain reliable evaluation results the users must feel at ease.

The evaluator effect concerns the third of these elements. The issue of moderated or unmoderated test
sessions concerns the second element, particularly whether prompting is possible. The first and last
elements are held constant in our empirical study.
2.2

The Evaluator Effect

Hertzum and Jacobsen (2003) collected evidence of the evaluator effect for multiple usability
evaluation methods, for novice and experienced evaluators, for simple and complex systems, for minor
and severe problems, and for problem detection and severity assessment. They proposed that the
principal reason for the evaluator effect is that usability evaluation is an interpretive activity in which
evaluators need to exercise judgement in transitioning from a sequence of user-system interactions to a
list of usability problems. It is unsurprising that such judgements do not produce the exact same results
when performed by different evaluators. What may be surprising is the magnitude of the evaluator
effect. In multiple studies the number of problems detected by only a single evaluator has clearly
exceeded the number of problems shared by all evaluators (e.g., Jacobsen et al., 1998b; Kessner,
Wood, Dillon, & West, 2001; Molich & Dumas, 2008).
Common measures of the evaluator effect are the detection rate and the any-two agreement. The
detection rate is the average number of problems detected by a single evaluator in percent of the total
number of problems detected by all evaluators. However, this measure inflates the agreement among
evaluators, especially in studies with few evaluators (Hertzum & Jacobsen, 2003). This inflation is
avoided by the any-two agreement, thereby allowing for direct comparisons of any-two agreements
from studies with different numbers of evaluators. The any-two agreement is the number of problems
shared by a pair of evaluators in percent of the number of problems they collectively detect, averaged
over all pairs of evaluators.
Jacobsen et al. (1998b) reported a detection rate of 52% and an any-two agreement of 42% from a
usability test in which four evaluators with varying experience analysed four video-recorded test
sessions. In addition, the evaluators differed substantially in their ratings of problem severity
(Jacobsen et al., 1998a). The evaluator effect found in this study was substantial, even though the
evaluators received a list with nine criteria that defined when an observation should be recorded as a
usability problem. They had also access to the system to enable them to try out issues unclear in the
video recordings. A couple of studies (Molich et al., 1998; Molich, Ede, Kaasgaard, & Karyukin,
2004) have reported even less agreement in the problems identified by different evaluators, but in
these studies the evaluators conducted their own test sessions, rather than analysed the same test
sessions.
Attempts at learning to manage the evaluator effect have focused on identifying the ways in which
interpretation becomes an element in usability evaluation. One reason is that usability evaluation
methods provide vague evaluation procedures, vague problem criteria, and vague support for
determining the goals against which to test a system (Hertzum & Jacobsen, 2003). Another reason is
that evaluators may have little domain knowledge. Specifically for usability work in complex
domains, Chilana et al. (2010) showed that evaluators are often dependent on partnering with domain
experts in their interpretation of whether an observation constitutes a usability problem. A third reason
is the strength of the evidence available for deciding whether a usability problem exists. For example,
Vermeeren et al. (2003) found that the most frequent cause of disagreement between the evaluators in
their study was usability problems based solely on verbalisations or facial expressions.
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Vermeeren et al. (2003) also identified four other causes of disagreement: inaccuracy in determining
user intentions, different thresholds for the amount of inefficiency that triggers a usability problem,
uncertainty about whether a candidate usability problem is an artefact of the evaluation, and errors in
logging interaction data or hearing user verbalisations. In their study several systems were evaluated
by two evaluators with resulting any-two agreements of 53%, 64%, 64%, 69%, and 81%. No
information was provided about the evaluators.
Hornbæk and Frøkjær (2008) reported an any-two agreement of 42% in a study with 50 computer
science students as evaluators. The main result of this study was, however, that a substantial source of
the disagreements was variability in the matching process through which the evaluators merged their
individual findings into group findings. This result led the authors to question previous assertions
about the evaluator effect, arguing that the matching process used to calculate the evaluator effect may
be as variable as the evaluator effect itself. Notably, Hornbæk and Frøkjær did not argue against the
presence of an evaluator effect; they qualified the evidence about its size and implied that it might be
inflated in previous studies.
The size of the evaluator effect has also been contested by the usability professionals who conduct
evaluations. In a study of usability inspections conducted by 11 experienced usability professionals,
Hertzum et al. (2002) found that these evaluators reported disparate usability observations yet
perceived a high level of agreement about the usability issues in the system. This finding suggests a
hierarchy with detailed usability observations that provide supporting evidence for higher-level
usability issues. Gorlenko and Englefied (2006) made a similar distinction and proposed that
developers tend to focus on detailed usability observations, which may help fix individual errors,
whereas client executives tend to focus on high-level usability issues. The size of the evaluator effect
perceived by these two groups of practitioners is therefore likely to differ.
Whereas the studies mentioned above concern usability tests in which the users and a human
moderator were collocated (though possibly separated by a one-way mirror), usability evaluation may
also be done remotely. Remote usability evaluation may be synchronous with a live audio or video
connection between moderator and user (McFadden, Hager, Elie, & Blackwell, 2002) or asynchronous
with no moderation of the user sessions (Bruun, Gull, Hofmeister, & Stage, 2009). That is,
unmoderated usability tests are an instance of asynchronous remote usability testing. In the dominant
approaches to asynchronous remote evaluation the identification of usability issues is left to the users,
rather than performed by evaluators. Bruun et al. (2009) had three evaluators analyse and merge the
usability issues reported by the users and found any-two agreements of 53%, 61%, and 69% among
the evaluators for three asynchronous remote evaluation methods. It must be assumed that starting
from identified usability issues likely leads to higher any-two agreements than an analysis of videos of
user sessions. Nelson and Stavrou (2011) made remote asynchronous usability tests by having users
solve tasks and rate usability and by analysing logs of users’ clicks and key presses. In this setup,
usability issues were identified by evaluators, rather than users, though on the basis of restricted data.
The authors, however, did not investigate the evaluator effect.
2.3

The Rashomon Effect

In the social sciences an effect similar to the evaluator effect is known as the Rashomon effect, named
after Kurosawa’s film from 1950. The film presents four contradictory accounts of an event and leaves
the viewer wondering which of the four accounts is true and whether a single true account really
exists. The former question is misguided from an interpretivist point of view; the latter question is
discomforting from a positivist point of view (Heider, 1988; Roth & Mehta, 2002). Research on the
Rashomon effect investigates how contradictory accounts come about and how they may be
reconciled. A central issue in this research is how to combine positivist and interpretivist points of
view on whether a shared reality exists. Heider (1988, p. 74) proposed the middle ground that “there is
a shared reality, true, but differing truths may indeed be said about it.” The Rashomon effect is a
reminder that contradictory accounts are quite common and that the evaluator effect is but one
instance of such contradictory accounts.
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METHOD

To revisit the evaluator effect we conducted an empirical study in which usability specialists evaluated
a website by analysing video-recorded test sessions. The study was the ninth in the series of
Comparative Usability Evaluation (CUE) studies. Supplementary material about the study, including
the participants’ test reports, is available at the CUE website, www.dialogdesign.dk/CUE.html.
3.1

Participants

Nineteen usability specialists participated in the study as evaluators. The participants, who are listed in
the Acknowledgements section, comprised 14 industrial usability professionals and 5 usability
researchers affiliated with universities and research institutions. Participants had an average of 17
years of experience in doing usability evaluations and had conducted an average of over 100 usability
tests, see Table 1. With this background, the participants were deemed to be experienced usability
evaluators.
The participants were recruited through the authors’ professional networks. Twelve of the participants
had participated in previous CUE studies and one of the industrial usability professionals was a
representative of the company whose website was evaluated in this study. The second and third
authors participated in the study as evaluators.
3.2

Website and Test Tasks

We chose the U-Haul website (www.uhaul.com) for the evaluation because it was an example of a
comprehensive yet common type of e-commerce site, because it offered a service understandable to
evaluators without special domain knowledge, and because U-Haul was willing to provide
supplementary information about the website and its use. At the U-Haul website users can rent moving
trucks, self-storage units, and equipment such as moving boxes and dollies. On the basis of an
informal exploration of the website and communication with U-Haul, a scenario and seven tasks were
devised for the test. The scenario read:
Your friends Mike and Anna are about to move from Pittsburgh, PA, to Denver, CO. They have an
apartment in Pittsburgh consisting of a living room, a bedroom, a kitchen, and a bathroom. They want
to find the cheapest service for the move to Colorado. They expect to make the move themselves with
some help from a few friends.
The seven test tasks are listed in Table 2.
3.3

Videos of Test Sessions

The participants performed their evaluation of the U-Haul website by watching video recordings of
five test sessions. In each session a different user solved the test tasks. We chose video-recorded test
sessions to ensure that the participants got the same input for their evaluations. This way the
differences between the findings reported by different participants can be ascribed to the evaluator
effect and not to, for example, differences in the setup of the usability test or the background of the
users enrolled in the test. Two sets of video-recorded test sessions were conducted: moderated and
unmoderated. A participant evaluated the website on the basis of either one or the other set.
The moderated test sessions were run by a usability professional from Fidelity Investments, who
volunteered to conduct the sessions. In these sessions a moderator instructed the users before they
started solving the tasks and probed the users for information while they were solving the tasks.
Before the user started solving the tasks, the moderator left the test room and entered a control room
from which the moderator could see the user but not vice versa. For the remainder of the session the
user and moderator communicated via an audio link between the two rooms. Users were instructed to
verbalise their thoughts and did so with little need for reminders. Users had the descriptions of the
tasks available on paper for easy reference.
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The video recordings of the moderated sessions showed the screen with the U-Haul website and an
inset in the lower right corner with the user’s face. In addition, the audio of the recordings gave the
user’s verbalisations and the moderator’s instructions and probing questions. The five moderated
sessions lasted an average of 37 minutes (range: 27-48 minutes).
The unmoderated test sessions were conducted using the crowdsourcing service UserTesting.com. For
these sessions the scenario, the tasks, a link to the U-Haul website, and a user profile were uploaded to
UserTesting.com. On the basis of the user profile, which comprised gender, age, country, and web
expertise, matching users from the UserTesting.com database were invited to the test and, if they
accepted, performed the test session online. Users in the database had been screened for their ability to
verbalise their thoughts and they were instructed to verbalise during test sessions. Indeed, the users in
the unmoderated sessions kept up a running commentary while they solved the tasks. The users had
the U-Haul website and the tasks continuously available on screen. When they felt they had completed
a task, they proceeded to the next task; there was no human moderator in the unmoderated sessions.
The video recordings of the unmoderated sessions showed the screen with the U-Haul website and an
inset at the upper right with the current task. And, the video recordings also gave the user’s
verbalisations. The five unmoderated sessions lasted an average of 33 minutes (range: 22-42 minutes).
Both moderated and unmoderated test sessions were conducted in late March 2011 and, thus,
evaluated the U-Haul website as of that time.
3.4

Procedure

Participation in the study comprised three activities: an individual evaluation of the website, a group
evaluation that consisted of merging individual evaluations, and a plenum discussion.
The individual evaluation involved analysing a set of five video-recorded test sessions and
documenting the findings in a written report. Nine participants received the moderated sessions; ten
participants received the unmoderated sessions. Participants could pause, replay, and revisit the video
recordings as many times as they wished and they were encouraged to use their normal procedures for
analysing the test sessions. Participants were, however, requested to document the usability issues on
the website in a standardized format. This format prescribed that each usability finding was
documented by recording:
•

A unique identification of the finding

•

A textual description of the finding

•

A rating of the finding using the categories in Table 3

•

The location(s) in the video recordings of the events on which the finding was based

Participants were also requested to describe the way in which they analysed the test sessions, their
personal familiarity with truck and storage rental, and the time they spent performing their evaluation.
In total, the material provided to the participants comprised written instructions, the test tasks, a
template for documenting usability findings, five video-recorded test sessions, and background
information about the users. After receiving this material the participants had a period of six weeks to
conduct and document their evaluation. The authors did not observe or interact with participants
during this period. Participants spent an average of 22 hours (range: 11 - 56 hours) analysing the test
sessions and documenting their individual evaluation.
The group evaluation lasted 3 hours and was conducted during the first half of a workshop that
convened all but one of the participants for a full day in June 2011. For the group evaluation the
participants were divided into four groups of 4-5 persons. Two groups consisted of the participants
who had analysed moderated sessions; the two other groups consisted of the participants who had
analysed unmoderated sessions. The groups received printed sheets with the usability findings that had
been (a) reported by the members of the group in their individual evaluations and (b) rated as critical,
serious, or a bug in these individual evaluations. We restricted the group evaluation to a subset of the
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reported findings to make the number of findings manageable to the groups. The four groups received
88, 80, 58, and 53 findings, each printed on a separate sheet of paper. The groups were requested to
walk through these findings, identify those that reported the same problem, and agree on a rating of
each problem as either critical, serious, minor, or not a usability problem after all. In other words, the
groups were requested to merge their individual evaluations into a group evaluation.
The second half of the workshop was a plenum discussion of the participants’ experiences from the
individual and group evaluations. Participants discussed whether the group evaluations added new
insights and whether the participants had perceived an evaluator effect. This discussion was followed
by a more general discussion of the evaluator effect and its causes.
3.5

Data Pre-processing

The 19 participants reported a total of 836 usability findings from their individual evaluations. These
findings were analysed to identify the findings that reported the same usability issue and, thereby,
produce a list of the different usability issues collectively reported by the participants. Two reported
findings were considered instances of the same usability issue if the same revision of the U-Haul
website would remedy both findings and different if a revision would remedy one of the findings but
not the other (Molich & Dumas, 2008). The analysis consisted of four steps:
Initially, the first author grouped all 836 findings into usability issues and the second author,
independently, grouped the 404 findings that evaluators had rated as critical, serious, bugs, or positive.
This process involved splitting a small number of findings that reported multiple issues into one
finding for each issue, thereby increasing the total number of findings to 860. Out of the 404 findings
grouped by both authors, they agreed on their grouping of 74%.
Second, the two authors resolved all disagreements through a discussion that continued until
consensus was reached. This grouping and consensus process resulted in a list of 227 usability issues,
each reported by one or more participants.
Third, to crosscheck this list the third author, independently, allocated each of the 860 findings to one
of the 227 usability issues. The Kappa value of the agreement between this allocation of the findings
and that produced in the second step was 0.73, which indicates “substantial” agreement (Landis &
Koch, 1977) and is well above the recommended minimum of 0.60 (Lazar, Feng, & Hochheiser,
2010).
Fourth, the two first authors resolved all remaining disagreements through a discussion that continued
until consensus was reached. To avoid overestimating the evaluator effect we applied the conservative
rule of resolving disagreements by combining findings into fewer usability issues each reported by
more participants. The application of this rule led to the inclusion of 43 issues in already existing
issues.
The grouping process resulted in a group of 55 findings that were too unclear to be comprehensible
and another group of 6 findings that concerned a moderator error rather than a problem with the UHaul website. These 61 findings were excluded from our further analysis. The remaining 799 findings
were included in our analysis. They comprised 182 usability issues.

4

RESULTS

In the following we analyse the data from the individual evaluations, the group evaluations, and the
plenum discussion. Figure 1 gives an overview of the data entering into these analyses.
4.1

Individual Evaluations

The 799 findings were rated by the participants as critical (76), serious (159), minor (298), bugs (33),
ideas (105), and positive (128). While all findings rated as critical, serious, minor, or bugs were
problems and all findings rated as positive were positive issues, the findings rated as ideas contained
both problems (99) and positive issues (6). The 182 usability issues comprised 134 usability problems
7

and 48 positive issues. A matrix showing the participants who reported the different usability issues is
included in the Appendix. The average number of usability problems reported by a participant was
32.9 (range: 6-47) for the participants analysing moderated sessions and 23.1 (range: 5-35) for the
participants analysing unmoderated sessions. For example, 16 participants reported the problem that
users got confused when storage units appeared to be free of charge. One of the findings reporting this
problem was: On one occasion, the storage units were shown at $0 per month. “At this point I would
go to another web site, or pick up the phone and call them.” Different participants rated this problem
as critical (3), serious (1), minor (3), or a bug (9).
The nine participants analysing moderated sessions reported substantially different sets of problems
and even more different sets of positive issues, as evidenced by their detection rates and any-two
agreements, see Table 4. Participants reported an average of 22% of the positive issues and 33% of all
problems. To investigate whether the low problem detection rate was mainly caused by differences in
the minor problems reported, Table 4 also shows detection rates and any-two agreements for three
subsets of severe problems. The three subsets consisted of the problems reported as critical or serious
by at least one of the nine participants, the problems experienced by at least four of the five users, and
the problems reported as critical by at least two of the participants. We note, that the subset of
problems rated as critical by at least two participants may lead to somewhat inflated detection rates
and any-two agreements. The reason is that the problems in this subset were, by definition, reported by
at least two participants. The number of users experiencing a problem is a frequently used indicator of
problem severity (Hertzum, 2006); it was determined on the basis of the nine participants’ reporting of
the videos (i.e., users) providing evidence of each problem. For these increasingly smaller subsets of
more severe problems, the any-two agreement reached 53% for the most select subset. That is, within
this subset, an average of 53% of the problems reported by a pair of participants was reported by both
participants in the pair. Only one of the nine problems in this subset was reported by all nine
participants, but all nine problems were reported by at least five participants.
Detection rates and any-two agreements were also moderate for the ten participants analysing
unmoderated sessions, see Table 5. Participants reported an average of 20% of the positive issues and
32% of all problems. For the unmoderated sessions we defined subsets of severe problems similar to
those for the moderated sessions. The any-two agreement reached 69% for the subset of nine problems
rated critical by two or more participants. Two of these nine problems were reported by all ten
participants, the remaining seven by three to nine participants.
Comparing the data in Tables 4 and 5, we found no difference in detection rate between participants
analysing moderated and unmoderated sessions. This was the case for all problems, problems rated
critical or serious by at least one participant, problems experienced by at least four users, problems
rated critical by at least two participants, and positive issues, Fs(1, 17) = 0.04, 1.31, 0.38, 0.58, 0.15,
respectively (all ps > 0.2). However, due to considerable within-group variation, the analyses had low
power (0.05-0.19). Thus, we cannot rule out that a difference in detection rate was masked by
insufficient sample size. The moderated and unmoderated sessions were also similar with regard to a
substantial disagreement among participants in their rating of the problems. For the moderated
sessions, 13 (24%) of the 55 problems reported by more than one participant were rated as critical by
one participant and minor by another. For the unmoderated sessions it was 14 (30%) of 46 problems.
Also, the participants who analysed moderated and unmoderated sessions unanimously agreed on their
rating of only 11 (20%) and 18 (39%), respectively, of the problems reported by more than one
participant.
Figure 2 shows the average number of usability issues reported as a function of the number of
participants. On average, two participants collectively reported 8.2 (moderated) and 8.3 (unmoderated)
of the nine problems rated critical by at least two participants. For all problems and for positive issues,
the nine (moderated) and ten (unmoderated) participants were not enough for the number of usability
issues to stabilize. We fitted the data points in each data series with a logarithmic model and with the
Poisson model n(1 - (1- λ)i), where n is the number of issues reported by the participants collectively, λ
is the detection rate, and i is the number of participants (Lewis, 1994; Nielsen & Landauer, 1993). The
logarithmic models (the dashed lines in Figure 2) explained 98% or more of the variation in the data
for all data series, except the two data series about problems rated critical by at least two participants.
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The Poisson models (the solid lines in Figure 2) for these two data series fitted very well. The other
Poisson models did not fit the data as well (with standard errors of the estimate from 1.41 to 6.30). The
resulting Poisson models for problems rated critical by at least two participants were:
•

9(1 - (1- 0.70)i) for moderated sessions (R2 = 100%, standard error of estimate = 0.02).

•

9(1 - (1- 0.78)i) for unmoderated sessions (R2 = 97%, standard error of estimate = 0.12).

The resulting logarithmic models for all problems were:
•

31.05ln(i) + 29.64 for moderated sessions (R2 = 99%, standard error of estimate = 2.36).

•

22.07ln(i) + 20.99 for unmoderated sessions (R2 = 100%, standard error of estimate = 1.18).

Figure 2 also illustrates that participants who analysed moderated sessions reported significantly more
problems that were rated critical or serious at least once, than participants who analysed unmoderated
sessions, F(1, 17) = 9.33, p < 0.01. We found no difference between participants analysing moderated
and unmoderated sessions in number of all problems, problems experienced by at least four users,
problems rated critical by at least two participants, and positive issues, Fs(1, 17) = 3.01, 3.02, 0.56,
0.42, respectively (all ps > 0.1). However, these analyses had low power (0.09-0.38) and a difference
in detection rate may, therefore, be masked by insufficient sample size. Forty problems were reported
by the participants who analysed moderated sessions as well as by the participants who analysed
unmoderated sessions, for an overlap of 30%. The overlap increased to 80% for the problems rated
critical by at least two participants.
4.2

Group Evaluations

In the group evaluation, the participants in groups of four or five merged the findings they rated as
critical, serious, and bugs in their individual evaluations into a group evaluation. The findings rated as
minor, ideas, and positive in the individual evaluations were excluded from the group evaluations to
make the number of findings manageable to the groups. Table 6 shows the results of our analysis of
the 279 findings that were included in the group evaluation.
A group member contributed an average of 36-46% of the problems that resulted from the group’s
evaluation. That is, the set of findings reported and rated as critical, serious, or bugs in a group
member’s individual evaluation differed substantially from the set of findings reported and rated as
critical, serious, or bugs in the other group members’ individual evaluations. This was the case for all
four groups, as indicated by their similar detection rates. We found no difference in detection rate
between members in the two groups that analysed moderated sessions and those in the two groups that
analysed unmoderated sessions, F(1, 17) = 0.12, p = 0.7, but again low power (0.06) prevented a
strong conclusion about the absence of a difference. Any-two agreements in the range 11-39% for the
four groups provided further evidence of an evaluator effect. However, because the group evaluation
involved only the highly rated findings, it yielded measures of the evaluator effect that reflected both
differences in which problems were reported and how the reported problems were rated.
The group evaluation frequently contested the participants’ individual rating of a finding as critical,
serious, or a bug and led to agreement on a different group rating. Table 7 shows the group ratings of
the problems. Twenty (17%) of the issues resulting from the group merging process were not
considered to be problems after all, although they had been rated critical, serious, or bugs by at least
one individual participant. Another 39 (34%) problems were demoted from critical, serious, or bugs to
minor. Thus, the participants’ own experience during the group evaluation was that many of the
problems they had individually rated as critical or serious should have received a lower rating.
4.3

Comments from Participants

In the plenum discussion after the group evaluation, 13 participants expressed that in their individual
evaluations, they had missed critical and serious problems that had been detected by other participants
in their group. The remaining five participants felt that their individual evaluations reported all the
critical and serious problems discussed in their group. The experience of an evaluator effect by the
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majority of the participants was evident in several comments. For example, one participant said: “I
came into this [workshop] thinking that there would be more agreement than there was. This setup and
particularly the time codes, would make us agree. We didn’t.” Another participant expressed it like
this: “I sense that there are so many judgement calls – if it is a problem, if it is serious… There are
hundreds of such calls.” A third participant, who also acknowledged an evaluator effect, went on by
emphasising that it did not undermine the value of usability evaluation: “There is no such thing as the
right result. We [as evaluators] are different. There is no final result but we are all providing good
service.”
Among the reasons for an evaluator effect, several participants mentioned lack of clarity about the
goal of the evaluation. It was, for example, unclear how to balance the website’s attempts to upsell
against the users’ dislike of preselected additional items that were probably introduced to increase
sales. At least one participant wanted to maintain a pure user perspective, thereby arguing against
preselected items; others argued that the goal of an evaluation should be set by the client. Another
reason for the evaluator effect was disagreement about the extent to which findings had to arise from
evidence in the videos. Some participants reported a problem only if the videos provided evidence for
it; others felt free to report an issue they considered problematic whether or not the videos necessarily
contained direct evidence. A third reason was uncertainty about the correct answer to tasks. Without
local knowledge it was, for example, hard to know the correct answer to Task 7 about finding the UHaul location nearest to an address in Fremont. One participant mentioned that such uncertainty had
made it hard to know when a problem had occurred.
The group evaluation was mentioned as a way of managing the evaluator effect. One participant found
that “Challenging each other in a review process is good” and expressed that the group evaluation
resulted in more consistency. Five participants mentioned that in their work as usability specialists,
they consistently have two evaluators analyse test sessions; most of the other participants considered
this practice too expensive.
In their work as usability specialists, only about half of the participants formally rate the severity of
usability findings; the others merely distinguish between a few important problems and the rest of the
findings. Many participants expressed that the rating of the usability findings had been difficult and
that the rating categories (Table 3) were hard to use. A major source of this difficulty was that the
rating process involved multiple interrelated aspects, such as the number of users experiencing the
problem, whether users were significantly delayed, whether they got frustrated, whether the problem
would be easy to fix, and whether a problem could cause major difficulty for real users even if it only
caused modest difficulty for a test user.
With respect to the moderation of the test sessions, participants expressed few reservations toward the
unmoderated sessions. One participant, leading a large team of moderators, stated that he was
impressed by the quality of the unmoderated sessions.
4.4

Assessment of Users’ Task Solutions

In addition to the information they were requested to include in their individual evaluations, six
participants also included information about whether the users reached the correct solution of the
tasks, see Table 8. For several tasks there was disagreement about the correctness of users’ task
solutions, especially among the three participants who had analysed the moderated sessions. For Task
5 the participants’ assessment ranged from zero to all five users solving the task correctly. This
illustrates that uncertainty about task solutions may have affected participants’ analyses of what
problems users experienced.

5

DISCUSSION

In the following we discuss the evaluator effect and its reasons, and we make recommendations for
how to manage it in conducting usability tests.
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5.1

The Evaluator Effect Persists

The 19 participants in this study reported substantially different sets of usability issues for the
evaluated website, even though they were experienced usability professionals and made their
evaluation on the basis of a state of the art usability test. An evaluator effect was present (1) for severe
problems, all problems, as well as positive issues, (2) for the detection of usability issues as well as the
rating of their severity, (3) for moderated as well as unmoderated sessions, and (4) for our analysis of
the participants’ individual evaluations as well as the participants’ own analysis in the group
evaluation. We discuss these four aspects in turn.
For the full set of problems the average participant, whether analysing moderated or unmoderated
sessions, reported about one third of the problems reported by the participants collectively. Less severe
problems contributed more to this evaluator effect than severe problems, as evidenced by the
decreasing evaluator effect for smaller subsets of more severe problems. The point at which adding
another participant no longer led to the reporting of new usability issues, was approximately two
participants, for the subset of problems reported as critical by at least two participants. For the two
other subsets of severe problems the return on an additional participant wore off at approximately five
participants. And, for all problems and for positive issues, it appeared that the point of diminishing
returns had still not been reached with nine or ten participants (Figure 2). With respect to the
modelling of our data, we note that Poisson models predict an earlier point of diminishing returns than
logarithmic models. The slower increase of the logarithmic models fitted our data better, except for the
subset of problems reported as critical by at least two participants. The group evaluation showed that
the evaluator effect persists even if evaluators are restricted to report severe problems, due to
differences in which problems are reported, as well as how their severity is rated. We found an
evaluator effect in usability tests at least as large as in previous studies (Hertzum & Jacobsen, 2003;
Hornbæk & Frøkjær, 2008; Vermeeren et al., 2003). Positive usability issues have not been
investigated in previous studies of the evaluator effect. For positive issues we found a larger evaluator
effect than for problems, reflecting partly that usability tests tend to focus on problems and be less
systematic in their coverage of positive issues and partly that this primary focus on problems was also
present in our instructions for our participants.
With respect to their severity ratings, the participants agreed about whether an issue was a problem or
a positive issue but displayed disagreement in their rating of problems as critical, serious, minor, or
bugs. Only 20% (moderated) and 39% (unmoderated) of the problems reported by more than one
participant received a unanimous rating and 24% (moderated) and 30% (unmoderated) were rated
critical by one evaluator and minor by another. Reasons for such disagreements may include that
evaluators often experience difficulty imagining the causes and consequences of problems
(Hassenzahl, 2000) and that correlations among the frequency, impact, and persistence of problems are
often modest (Hertzum, 2006), suggesting that different severity ratings may result from assigning
primary importance to different aspects of severity. During the group evaluations the participants
discarded a number of findings and demoted even more to a rating of minor. This is an explicit
indication of disagreement about the ratings, and it shows that a rating of critical, serious, or bug from
one participant was contested and changed by the other participants about as often as it was accepted
as evidence of a critical or serious problem. Law and Hvannberg (2008) also found a near even
distribution between changed and retained ratings during problem merging. While their evaluators
were students, our study shows a similar level of disagreement about severity ratings for experienced
usability professionals. Our participants experienced the rating process as difficult, because it involved
integrating multiple, uncertain, and often inconsistent aspects into a single rating. In addition to these
difficulties, one may wonder if a running website can contain the number of critical and serious
problems reported by the participants. We speculate that the participants tended to rate the largest
usability issues on the U-Haul website as critical and thereby construed the categories of critical,
serious, and minor relative to the current usability test. This speculation is consistent with a pragmatic
use of the rating categories mainly as an indicator of which of the reported problems that are most
important to fix. While such problem prioritisation is important, it serves a different purpose to that of
severity rating. We contend that there is a need for better procedures to support severity rating.
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The evaluator effect appears to be similarly large for moderated and unmoderated usability tests. The
detection rates for participants analysing moderated and unmoderated sessions were within 10
percentage points of each other, and not significantly different for all problems, subsets of severe
problems, and positive issues. Similarly, the any-two agreements were roughly equal. For both
moderated and unmoderated sessions, there were large individual differences in the number of
usability issues reported by a single participant. The average number of issues reported by a single
participant was, however, similar for moderated and unmoderated sessions, with the exception that
participants analysing moderated sessions reported significantly more problems that were rated as
critical or serious by at least one participant. Possible reasons for this difference include, that the
interaction between the moderator and the user directed the participants toward the more severe
problems, or that it led to higher severity ratings by elucidating how affected users were by problems.
Unmoderated usability tests appear to be a viable, and cheaper, alternative to moderated tests, as
evidenced by the 80% overlap in problems rated as critical by at least two participants and by the
participants’ generally positive comments about the unmoderated sessions during the plenum
discussion.
The participants’ merging of their highly rated findings during the group evaluation showed an
evaluator effect of a magnitude similar to the evaluator effect calculated on the basis of the authors’
merging of the findings reported by the participants. This point is important for two reasons. First, it
shows that the participants perceived the presence of an evaluator effect. This is contrary to the study
by Hertzum et al. (2002) but supported by comments from the majority of the participants in the
plenum discussion. Evaluators who perceive an evaluator effect are, we contend, more likely to take
measures against it and, thereby, improve their practice. Second, it is methodologically important
because Hornbæk and Frøkjær (2008) argued that the evaluator effect is in part an artefact of the
process through which the evaluators’ individual findings are merged into usability issues. The
problem lists, produced in the four group evaluations, were a result of the participants’ own analysis of
which findings reported the same usability problems. Hence, each of the four lists provides
independent evidence of the evaluator effect.
5.2

Reasons for the Evaluator Effect

This study points to five reasons for the evaluator effect. First, the detection, rating, and reporting of
usability issues involve judgement in a situation characterised by uncertainty: How many users should
experience difficulty or inconvenience before it constitutes a usability problem? How much difficulty
or inconvenience should they experience? How often? In addition to this vagueness in problem
criteria, evaluators differ in the values and previous experiences they bring to an evaluation and,
therefore, attend differentially to the many aspects of a user’s interaction with the system. The
Rashomon effect (Heider, 1988; Roth & Mehta, 2002) suggests that in such situations, characterised
by judgement and uncertainty, contradictory accounts are to be expected. This view resonates with
Law and Hvannberg (2004) as well as with Hertzum and Jacobsen (2003, p. 201) who concluded that
“the principal cause for the evaluator effect is that usability evaluation is a cognitive activity, which
requires that the evaluators exercise judgment”. This reason implies that it is futile to attempt to
eliminate the evaluator effect; it must instead be managed.
Second, local or domain knowledge may be required to assess whether certain parts of a user’s
interaction with a system are appropriate and lead to correct conclusions. Evaluators are likely to lack
such knowledge. While Chilana et al. (2010) stressed the need for evaluators to partner with domain
experts when evaluating systems in complex domains, this study shows that local and domain
knowledge may also be necessary in evaluations of e-commerce systems with a broad, unspecialised
user group. In the absence of such knowledge, evaluators face increased uncertainty or remain
unaware of issues relevant to their evaluation, leading to more judgement calls and more diversity in
the usability issues reported. This reason for the evaluator effect was explicitly raised by the
participants in the plenum discussion and it is implicit in the disagreements among participants about
whether users solved the tasks correctly (Table 8).
Third, some evaluators may deliberately report only a subset of their usability findings. The rationale
for this strategy is to maximise the usability of the test report by not flooding the client with a very
12

long list of usability issues but instead restricting the report to a manageable subset consisting of the
more important issues. This strategy appears particularly suited for development processes that include
multiple iterations of evaluation and redesign. If some evaluators apply this strategy while others
report all their findings, the agreement between reports will suffer. Assuming that a manageable subset
can comprise at most 30-50 usability issues and that the total number of usability issues detected by
the evaluators is larger (e.g., the participants in this study collectively reported 182 usability issues)
then the manageable-subset strategy alone may lead to a substantial evaluator effect. We have little
evidence of the extent to which our participants applied this strategy, but it points to the possibility
that incomplete reports may have desirable properties that should be remembered in discussions of the
evaluator effect.
Fourth, the goal of an evaluation may be unclear or contested, thereby leading evaluators to assess the
system against dissimilar images of what the system should ideally accomplish. The goal is partly
something that should be specified for the individual evaluation, and partly something that relates to
how evaluators understand their role. Some evaluators see themselves as advocates for the user
(Boivie, Gulliksen, & Göransson, 2006) and are, thus, likely to report usability problems when a
system does not serve the user’s best interest but, for example, the client’s economic interest in
upselling. Other evaluators leave it to the client to define the goal of the evaluation and assess the
system against that goal. Whenever there is a tension between the interests of different groups, as is
frequently the case for e-commerce systems, lack of clarity about the goal of the evaluation may lead
to an evaluator effect.
Fifth, evaluators may consider an issue problematic, yet have no evidence for it in the test sessions.
Some evaluators report such problems, presumably contending that although none of the test users
experienced the problem, other users will. Other evaluators refrain from reporting a problem unless
they find evidence for it in the test sessions, presumably contending that in the absence of evidence,
their intuition about the existence of a problem is questionable. The participants in this study consisted
of both types of evaluators and this also contributed to the evaluator effect.
5.3

Recommendations for Usability Evaluation

This study has several implications for practitioners who conduct usability evaluations. We make five
recommendations:
First, have more than one evaluator independently analyse test sessions, at least in important
evaluations. With more than one evaluator, more problems are detected and evaluators get an
opportunity to reflect on their agreements and disagreements. This recommendation echoes Hertzum
and Jacobsen (2003) and appears to be entering into practice. In a survey of 155 usability practitioners,
23% of them report that their test sessions are independently analysed by at least two evaluators
(Følstad, Law, & Hornbæk, 2012).
Second, consult people with local or domain knowledge to avoid uncertainty in the analysis of user
actions. Local and domain knowledge may be needed to interpret whether users approach tasks
appropriately, miss important information, and reach correct task solutions. The goal of a test should
be clarified ahead of the test.
Third, consolidate the severity ratings of the reported usability issues in a group process. Such a
process is likely to reduce the number of highly rated problems and thereby adds focus to redesign
work. A group process may also support problem prioritisation, by providing the usability specialists
with development people who are knowledgeable about the ease or difficulty of fixing the problems.
Fourth, consider the use of unmoderated tests. On the basis of this study, unmoderated tests appear to
be a cost-effective alternative or supplement to moderated tests as the evaluator effect and the number
of identified usability issues were similar for moderated and unmoderated tests.
Fifth, remember that perfect reliability is not required in order for usability testing to be worthwhile.
This final recommendation is particularly relevant when multiple usability tests are conducted in an
iterative process of evaluation and redesign, thereby providing additional possibilities for finding
usability problems that are missed initially.
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5.4

Limitations

Three limitations should be remembered in interpreting the results of this study. First, the matching
process through which we identified the usability findings that reported the same usability issue was
an interpretive process involving judgement. While we reached consensus about the matching of all
836 reported findings, we acknowledge that others may group the findings somewhat differently and
that this may affect the magnitude of the resulting evaluator effect. The principle underlying our
matching process was that two findings were instances of the same usability issue if, and only if, the
same website revision would remedy both findings.
Second, to be able to assess the evaluator effect for subsets of severe problems, rather than just for the
full set of all problems, we used the participants’ rating of the problems to define such subsets.
However, the participants expressed that the problems had been difficult to rate and they often differed
in their rating of the same problems. We have partly overcome this uncertainty by including the subset
for which two or more participants agreed on a rating of critical. While the detection rates and any-two
agreements for the subsets of severe problems were defined on the basis of the best available evidence,
we acknowledge that they are based on uncertain data about how severe the problems were.
Third, we decided against providing the participants with solutions for the seven test tasks, because we
considered it part of their analysis of the test sessions to determine if users reached correct answers to
the tasks. In retrospect we probably should have provided solutions along with the tasks, because it
may be argued that solutions are normally devised in collaboration with the client as a part of the
process of defining the tasks. The merit of not providing task solutions was that it made it evident that,
in their absence, participants came to different conclusions about whether users solved the tasks
correctly. Task solutions contribute to reducing the number of judgement calls made by evaluators,
and may thereby help to manage the evaluator effect.

6

CONCLUSION

In this study 19 usability specialists analysed video recordings of either moderated or unmoderated test
sessions from a usability test of an e-commerce website. The participants reported substantially
different sets of usability issues, even though they were experienced, the test was state of the art, and
the reporting procedure was consistent across participants. This evaluator effect was present for the
full set of all reported problems, for subsets of severe problems, for positive issues, and for the
detection of usability issues, as well as the rating of their severity. The agreement among evaluators
did however increase for smaller subsets of more severe problems. Within the subset of problems
reported as critical or serious by at least one participant, an average of 41% (moderated) and 45%
(unmoderated) of the problems reported by a pair of participants was reported by both participants in
the pair. Across all the sets of usability issues, the evaluator effect was similar for participants
analysing moderated and unmoderated sessions. Finally, the evaluator effect was also present for the
participants’ own analysis in the group evaluation and acknowledged by the majority of the
participants in the plenum discussion, suggesting that evaluators may be prepared to take steps to
manage the evaluator effect.
We recommend having more than one evaluator independently analyse test sessions, at least in
important evaluations. We also recommend consulting people with local and domain knowledge,
consolidating severity ratings in a group process, and considering unmoderated tests.
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APPENDIX
This appendix shows the usability issues reported by each participant. Each column in the matrix
represents a participant and each row represents a usability issue. If a participant reported an issue, the
corresponding cell in the matrix is coloured black for usability problems and grey for positive issues.
The cell also gives the participant’s severity rating of the issue (A – critical, B – serious, C – minor, X
– bug, I – idea, P – positive issue). In some cases the same participant reported multiple usability
findings with different severity ratings but these findings were merged into the same usability issue.
For these cases the cell gives all the different severity ratings.
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Table 1. Participants’ experience as usability evaluators

Category

Years having done
usability evaluations

Number of usability
evaluations conducted

Number of participants

1-9

6

10-19

4

20-29

7

30-39

2

5-20

4

30-50

4

100-200

7

300-

4
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Table 2. Test tasks for the U-Haul moving truck rental website.

#

Task description

1

The couple needs a truck that is suitable for all the furniture and belongings in their 3 room apartment.
Please find the total price the couple will have to pay for the truck. Note: They are moving on April
14th from Darlington Rd. in Pittsburgh, PA 15217 to Emerson St. in Denver, CO 80218.
Before you go any further, you want to check if Mike and Anna need a special driver's license to drive
the truck across country. Where would you find that info?
They also need an indoor storage unit in Pittsburgh that can hold 10 moving boxes (18" x 18" x 16")
and a large fridge. Find the per month cost of the storage.
You have a few questions that the U-Haul website hasn't answered. Please find the phone number for
the U-Haul pickup location closest to the couple’s home on Darlington Rd. in Pittsburgh, PA.
The couple has decided to rent the truck. Please book the truck you found the pricing for earlier. In
addition, please order 20 large moving boxes, 15 small moving boxes, a utility dolly, and a dozen
moving blankets. Note: Please stop when you reach the "Billing Info" page. Do not submit the order.
During the move, an unknown person scratched the truck in several places, probably with a knife. An
auto body technician has estimated that the repair will cost $2,000. Since you helped the couple book
the truck, they called to find out if they are liable for repair costs. And if so, how much will it cost?
You were impressed with U-Haul during your friends' move and you are considering U-Haul yourself.
Find the nearest U-Haul pick-up/drop off to your home. Note: You live at 48105 Warm Springs Blvd.,
Fremont, CA 94539.

2
3
4
5

6

7
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Table 3. Categories for rating usability findings.

Rating
Critical problem

Serious problem
Minor problem
Bug
Idea
Positive issue

Description
Causes frequent catastrophes. A catastrophe is a situation where the website “wins”
over the test participant – that is, a situation where the test participant cannot solve a
reasonable task or where the website annoys the test participant considerably.
Delays test participants in their use of the website for some minutes, but eventually
allows them to continue. Causes occasional “catastrophes”.
Causes test participants to hesitate for some seconds.
The website works in a way that’s clearly not in accordance with the design
specification. This includes spelling errors, dead links, scripting errors, etc.
A suggestion from a test participant that could lead to a significant improvement of the
user experience.
This approach is recommendable and should be preserved.

Note: the categories are based on severity categories proposed by Nielsen (1993) and Dumas and
Redish (1999).
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Table 4. Individual evaluations of moderated test sessions, N = 9 participants

Usability issues

Detection rate
%

Any-two agreement
%

101

33

31

• Rated critical or serious by at least one participant

45

50

41

• Experienced by at least four users

24

53

47

• Rated critical by at least two participants

9

70

53

Positive issues

33

22

12

All problems
Severe problems
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Table 5. Individual evaluations of unmoderated test sessions, N = 10 participants

Usability issues

Detection rate
%

Any-two agreement
%

73

32

30

• Rated critical or serious by at least one participant

32

40

45

• Experienced by at least four users

20

48

49

• Rated critical by at least two participants

9

78

69

Positive issues

31

20

20

All problems
Severe problems
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Table 6. Group evaluation of the findings rated as critical, serious, and bugs in the participants’
individual evaluations

Group
Moderated 1
Moderated 2
Unmoderated 1
Unmoderated 2

Participants

Findings from
individual reports

5
4
5a
5

88
80
58
53

Problems resulting
from group
merging process
32
38
25
20

Detection rate
%

Any-two agreement
%

46
36
42
45

39
11
26
31

Note: a The group merged five individual evaluations but only four of the five participants took part in
the group evaluation.
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Table 7. Group severity rating of the problems rated as critical, serious, and bugs in the participants’
individual evaluations

Group severity rating

Total
problems

Not a problem

Minor

Serious

Critical

Moderated 1

32

3

14

11

4

Moderated 2

38

10

10

14

4

Unmoderated 1

25

2

10

10

3

Unmoderated 2

20

5

5

4

6

Group
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Table 8. Number of users judged by participants to be solving the tasks correctly

Task 1

Task 2

Task 3

Task 4

Task 5

Task 6

Task 7

Participant B

1

5

3

2

1

5

3

Participant N

4

5

4

4

0

3

5

Participant S

5

5

4

4

5

2

5

Participant C

3

4

4

5

4

5

4

Participant P

5

5

5

5

5

5

3

Participant U

2

5

4

5

4

4

3

Moderated

Unmoderated
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Individual evaluations
Input:
9 participants, each analysing 5 moderated test sessions
10 participants, each analysing 5 unmoderated test sessions
Output: 836 findings rated as critical, serious, minor, bugs, ideas, and positive issues

Pre-processing

Group evaluations

Input: 836 findings

Input: 279 findings rated as critical, serious, bugs

Output: 799 findings grouped in 182 issues

Output for each group separately:
Moderated 1: 88 findings grouped in 32 issues
Moderated 2: 80 findings grouped in 38 issues
Unmoderated 1: 58 findings grouped in 25 issues
Unmoderated 2: 53 findings grouped in 20 issues

Output for each session type separately:
Moderated: 471 findings grouped in 134 issues
(101 problems and 33 positive issues)
Unmoderated: 328 findings grouped in 104 issues
(73 problems and 31 positive issues)

(these data are analysed in Section 4.2)

(these data are analysed in Section 4.1)

Plenum discussion
Input: participants’ experiences from the individual and group evaluations
Output: comments from participants
(these data are analysed in Section 4.3)

Figure 1. Overview of study
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Figure 2. The average number of usability issues reported by different numbers of participants
analysing moderated (top row of graphs) and unmoderated (bottom row of graphs) sessions. The
graphs on the left show all problems and positive issues. The graphs on the right show three subsets of
the problems: those rated critical or serious by at least one participant (1+ critical or serious), those
experienced by at least four users (4+ users), and those rated critical by at least two participants (2+
critical). Solid lines show Poisson models of the data, dashed lines show logarithmic models.
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